PJB Flightcase

Compact bass amplifier

David Etheridge
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hen you think of bass amplification,
you normally start thinking of the
big guys: Marshall, Fender, Ampeg,
Sunn, Ashdown. Next, there are the smaller
combo amps from the likes of Roland, with all
the amp modelling and computer control of
output — just the thing for smaller clubs and
easy handling that won’t break your back. But
then there’s Phil Jones, who’s taken a completely
different approach to just about every aspect of
bass amp lore...

Tech Spec
Flightcase
• Speakers: 4 x 5-inch proprietary,
extended range drivers.
• Speaker sensitivity: 93dB/W/M.
• Internal speaker impedance: 8Ω.
• PJB 150W RMS.
• Digital switch mode power supply.
• Frequency response: passive and
active input (40Hz‑20kHz).
• Low-cut filter: 24dB/oct at 40Hz.
• Maximum output power: 150W.
• S/N ratio: better than 90dB (EQ off,
Volume full).
• Impedance: passive input >4MΩ/22pF.
• Active input: >100kΩ/22pF.
• Line input: >75kΩ.
• Preamp line out: <2kΩ.
• Balanced out: <200Ω.
• Passive input: 10mV‑2.5V.
• Active input: 20mV‑5V.
• Preamp out: 1.2V.
• Effects send: 1V.
• Balanced line out: typical 600mV.
• Comp/Lim: gain 0dB, ratio 3:1.
• EQ: 50, 160, 630, 2.5k, 12k at +/‑ 18dB.
• Dimensions (WDH): 12.6 x 15.75 x 13.6
inches.
• Weight: 24lbs.
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Phil Jones Bass are one of the great innovators of the bass amplification
market, renowned for their use of multiple small-diameter cone drivers
to achieve a wide frequency response without excessive weight. Their
new Flightcase model displays all the family traits.
Welsh‑born Phil is an industry legend amongst
his peers. During a long career in sound he has:
designed hi‑fi speakers — the Acoustic Energy
AE‑1s (an industry milestone) and the
Lynnfield series for Boston Acoustics
in New England; founded
Platinum Audio —
designing

the world’s most expensive home speaker
system, the Airpulse (a snip at $175k a pair);
and, in 1998, established American Acoustic
Development (the parent company of Phil
Jones Bass). Always a bassist at heart,
he’s brought his hi‑fi knowledge and
experience to the world of bass
amplification with a range
of truly innovative
models that have

 Features on the front panel include: input level with
active/passive switch, effects send/return jacks,
five‑band EQ, limiter on/off, and a headphone jack.
 On the back panel, there is a balanced DI out with
ground lift, as well as a line out jack and a tuner out
jack. The latter can be used as a second line out.

gained the approval of world-class bassists, the
highest profile of which is the legendary Chuck
Rainey.

Flightcase

The latest model from the Phil Jones stable is the
Flightcase, which takes its place amongst sister
products such as the Briefcase, Suitcase and Bass
Buddy amp. However, this new model is a step
forward and subtly different from the others,
because the Flightcase is the result of three years
research to find the perfect amp for the gigging
and studio muso.
Like any PJB product, the features make
heady reading: dedicated active or passive
inputs, five‑band EQ, balanced line out with
ground lift, the ability to work on any voltage
from 100-240V, sophisticated protection
circuitry, a soft-clipping 150W amplifier, and an
ultra low‑noise preamp circuit.
For all of the above, established practice was
that you needed a thumping great transformer
with big heat sinks and speakers of a certain
size to even begin to reproduce the lowest
frequencies. The speakers must also have
‘bruiser’ magnets to provide sufficient energy
for low frequencies but move fast enough to
reproduce transients (slap styles usually test
drivers to their performance limit). However,
Phil Jones developed a diminutive five‑inch
driver designed to be used in multiples,
thereby achieving an equivalent cone area but
with a more agile driver response.
The drivers in previous PJB products were
the Piranhas, but now a new driver, Neo‑Power,
has been developed. This is a lightweight,
but extremely powerful unit, which uses an
advanced neodymium iron boron (currently
the most powerful on the planet) magnet
motor structure and provides a proprietary PJB
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PJB offers some of the best compact amps
on the market. Bombproof construction,
unrivalled power for the size and weight,
clean and capable of taking anything you
care to throw at it — I don’t think I’ve heard
anything better. This is technologically
significantly different from many of the
other compact bass amps on the market
and urge you to try one for yourself.
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transducer. Now add a digital amplifier that
uses a digital switching power supply, which
operates on any voltage around the world, and
a full bandwidth PWM, high‑efficiency output
stage. The result is an amp that needs no heat
sink — it’s THAT efficient. Oh, and the whole
thing weighs in at a measly 24lbs.

Standby Flight…

The Flightcase is small, but, in keeping with PJB
products, is built like a tank. Overall, it’s about the
same size as a Roland Cube, but lighter, with steel
protective corner plates and a recessed control
panel at the top rear. The top panel has two of the
drivers pointing up at you, which is essential to
help you hear your sound — normally, the sound
is travelling away from you, either through your
legs or body. The other two drivers are in the front
of the computer‑optimized, vented enclosure,
with three circular vents at the bottom to extend
the LF response of the system. This is an amp that
sounds the same from all directions: whether
you’re sitting or standing, close or far away, the
sound is the same.
The control panel is bristling with features:
an input level pot (‑10 to +10dB) with clip LED
and active (700mV)/passive (220mV/4.7M ohms)
switch, an input jack, effects send/return jacks,
a headphone jack (which mutes the sound to the
speakers when plugged in), five‑band EQ (+/‑
18dB at 50, 160, 630, 2.5k and 12k), a limiter on/
off switch, an LED and control pot (preset to a 3:1
ratio), and a master volume pot. Around the back
is the balanced DI out (200 ohms) with ground
lift, line out and tuner out jacks (which can also
be used as a second line out if desired), and the
power switch, which has a two‑second delay for
speaker protection.

Performance

Switch the Flightcase on, turn the volume up
to full and listen — not a sausage! It’s THAT
silent. The gain control can be set to 0dB for
most clean sounds. Adding boost to the max

can provide some
subtle distortion to
the sound for more
grungy tones, but for
most practical uses,
you’ve got all the
welly you need. This
relatively tiny amp
produces crystal clear
volume in spades,
without effort.
What’s uncanny
is the fidelity of the
sound. I’ve found
that when reviewing
other PJB products
in the past, they all
produce tones that
I didn’t know my
basses were capable
of! While other amps
work very well in
reproducing the sounds fed to them, they can
add coloration (which may be a good or a bad
thing, depending on your requirements). The hi‑fi
approach here gives the true, uncoloured sound
of your bass, and you may be pleasantly surprised
at the actual sound of your instrument. This result
is the same with active and passive instruments,
providing all you need for the perfect sound.
The EQ is well chosen and provides an
unequalled range of tones. The low bass pot gives
control over the ‘A’ and ‘E’ strings (low ‘B’ too, if you
have a five‑string bass) and the upper bass pot
covers the ‘G’ and ‘D’ strings. While the mid‑range
will cover high ‘C’s on six‑string basses, the high
end adds air to the sound and lets harmonics ring
out with clarity.
I used my mighty Indie six‑string to road test
the Flightcase, and the amp took everything
I threw at it without fault — from slapped bottom
‘B’s to full six‑string harmonic chords! In fact,
the drivers will take frequencies down to low
‘F‑sharp’ below ‘B’ (24Hz) without giving up, so
any extended range eight‑ or nine‑string bassists
out there will be right at home.
Also, the optical limiter works perfectly, as you
would expect by now, providing truly musical
results when switched in.

Conclusion

Once again, PJB seems to have come up with
the goods. The hi‑fi approach to amplification
produces wonderfully clean results, the volume
and tone from this little monster is uncanny, and
there are all the professional touches that we’ve
come to expect from PJB. If you’re accustomed
to more traditional bass rigs, then you’re in for
a culture shock (and subsequent benefit to your
back and wallet).
For the gigging and studio muso, this has to
be the perfect choice, and at a fair price too. For
larger venues, there’s perhaps a wider choice
available, but in my opinion PJB’s Flightcase
is now the benchmark against which other
compact bass amps should be measured.
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